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 linux windows What kind of "deadlock" or other weirdness has happened that caused this. A: The deadlock caused by the delay is clear, fopen has to wait for the startswith (which blocks fopen's return) before it can proceed with the next iteration of the loop and add the next line to fd. In this case, the culprit is the range. The range does not have a NextElement method and it depends on the
IEnumerator type which is not an interface as all of the iterator types you are dealing with are. The NewEnumerator method on the System.Collections.Generic.IEnumerator interface, the.NET enumerator for generic type parameters, has no equivalent to MoveNext(). Instead, it requires a loop to iterate over the entire enumerable sequence. It is important to note that, for variable number of element

types that implement the IEnumerable interface, an IEnumerator object is used and not a foreach loop. As per documentation To avoid the execution of the loop, the enumerator can be advanced to the next element by invoking the MoveNext() method. Alternatively, prior to the next iteration, the enumerator can be reset to the first element by calling the Reset() method. After setting the enumerator to
the first item of the collection, it is first, moves the enumerator to the first element of the sequence. What would have been better would have been a list, which is a random access list. Instead, it is a doubly linked list. That means that every item has a previous and a next. As for fd, it should be a local variable. To solve your problem. I am afraid there is no quick solution. It would be better to convert

your whole code to use List as that would remove most of the problems you are facing with the string and stringreader type. Even if it might look like an extra work, it would be worth to keep an eye on your code, and the answers given to some of your questions may point you towards a solution. You need to learn that using the wrong 82157476af
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